The Logistical Challenge

Getting organized to administer the imminent delivery of COVID19 vaccines to our citizens is the most important public health initiative we’ve ever faced. There is simply not enough Public Health resources to administer tens of millions doses in a timely manner.

To be successful, regional vaccination site organizers need to mobilize everyone who can help. Thousands of both medical and non-medical roles need to be filled now – many of which could be filled with community volunteers waiting to help.

The Solution

InitLive’s technology specializes in mobilizing temporary volunteers/staff to achieve great outcomes in times of crisis. With seven technology patents and a highly experienced team, InitLive is uniquely equipped to quickly deploy and scale vaccination operations.

Vaccine preparation, vaccinator, patient observer
Administrator, greeters, forms reviewer/screener, traffic control, clinic logistics setup & teardown.

“InitLive has made our life instrumentally easier with the self-sign up of shifts and flexibility for volunteers to fit their volunteering around their busy life, work, and family schedules.” - Josh Cassidy, Community Response Coordinator

www.initlive.com